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You’re a Craftsman... Takes one to know one

With system sizes ranging from 3 BBL/3.5HL to 100 BBL/120 HL and larger, launch your business or take it to the next level with a system to meet the demand of your customers.

- Brewhouse configurations from 2 vessel to multi vessel designs
- Mash Vessel with integrated mixing blade assembly
- Lauter Tun options:
  - Fixed height or Retractable rake assembly with spent grain plow
  - Cone, inverted cone or flat bottom designs
  - Custom sizes for high gravity brewing
  - Multi-port wort draw-off
- Brewkettle heated via Low pressure or high pressure steam, internal or external calandria, electric or direct fired
- Whirlpool Vessel designs to yield industry best trub cake
- Stack condensers available
- System control options: manual, remote valve actuation or fully automated via “SpecBrew” technology
- Flexible brewhouse designs to accommodate your available square footage and ceiling heights
- Custom designed brew houses for sour beer production
- Koelschip vessels offered in stainless steel or copper construction
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